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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for ALP production in e+e� collisions via ALP-strahlung

(left) and photon fusion (right) and the subsequent decay of the ALP into two photons.

The same interaction can also be responsible for the production of ALPs, for example

in e+e� collisions. There are two di↵erent production processes of interest: ALP-strahlung

(e+e� ! �⇤ ! � + a) and photon fusion (e+e� ! e+e� + a), see figure 1. For the former

process (and in the limit ma ! 0) the di↵erential cross section with respect to the photon

angle in the centre-of-mass (CM) frame is given by [30]

d�

d cos ✓
=

g2a�� ↵

128
(3 + cos 2✓)(1�m2

a/s)
3 , (2.7)

which has a mild angular dependence and is notably independent of the CM energy
p
s for

ma ⌧
p
s.4 ALP-strahlung therefore typically leads to a photon with sizeable transverse

momentum, which is a promising experimental signature.

The cross section for ALP production via photon fusion can be calculated by replacing

the colliding particles by their equivalent photon spectra �(x) and making use of the ALP

production cross section from a pair of photons [22]:

�(�� ! a) =
⇡ g2a�� ma

16
�(m�� �ma) . (2.8)

Unless ma is close to
p
s, ALP production via photon fusion typically dominates over

ALP-strahlung. However, the ALPs produced in this way are much harder to detect

experimentally, as they carry only little energy and therefore decay into relatively soft

photons in the laboratory frame. We will return to the experimental feasibility of searches

for ALPs produced in photon fusion in section 5.3.

This work focuses on ALPs with mass below 10GeV, so that the decay a ! �Z is

forbidden. The a�Z interaction nevertheless plays an important role, as it leads to the

decay Z ! � + a [28, 49] with partial decay width given by

�(Z ! � + a) =
g2a�Z
384⇡

✓
m2

Z �m2
a

mZ

◆3

. (2.9)

Depending on the ALP lifetime, this process can either lead to the signature Z ! � + inv

or to Z ! 3�, both of which can be tightly constrained by experiments.

4
Even for very light ALPs there remains a slight dependence on

p
s due to the running of both ↵ and

ga�� , which can change by up to 10% over the range of energies that we consider [28].
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“Hey Kai and Felix, (…) do 

you know why Belle and 
BaBar have never searched 
for direct ALP production? 

Torben”
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Figure 1. Limits on the axion-like particle to two photon coupling. Figure slightly adapted from [3]
which is a compilation adapted from [1, 24] updated with [25–30]. Note the gap in the MeV to 10
GeV region.

to dark matter (sectors) [21, 22] and in some cases could even be the dark matter particles

themselves [6, 23].

In this note we want to focus in particular on axion-like particles whose dominant

interaction with the Standard Model is via two gauge bosons (i.e. where interactions with

the Standard Model fermions can be neglected). This can be viewed as a simple test

example2, but such a situation also arises quite naturally in string models [20]. Practically

we consider interactions with two photons and with two hypercharge bosons,

Lint � �1

4
ga��aF

µ⌫F̃µ⌫ or � 1

4
gaBBaB

µ⌫B̃µ⌫ . (1.1)

This interaction is for the specific case of a pseudo-scalar, but the analyses of this paper

can be straightforwardly generalized to scalar, and we expect quantitatively similar results.

This note is motivated by two very simple observations:

• The striking gap in the limits on the ALP coupling to two photons shown in Fig. 1

in the MeV to roughly 10 GeV region3. While reactor experiments have explored

this mass region [32–40] the corresponding limits depend on a coupling to fermions

(typically nucleons) and are not directly applicable if there only is a coupling to gauge

bosons.

• The interaction with hypercharge bosons can to some degree be viewed as the more

fundamental one. However, this coupling allows a decay of a Z-boson via Z ! a�.

It is therefore natural to look for unusual decays of the Z which promises sensitivity

to ALPs with mass . mZ ⇡ 90 GeV.

2
Therefore we also happily continue the coupling to relatively large values that may be di�cult to

generate in a perturbative embedding.
3
Although future fixed target experiments such as, e.g. SHiP [31], will nicely extend [3] the “beam

dump” region in Fig. 1, they are limited to weaker couplings because they require a sizeable decay length

for the ALPs.
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Figure 4. Left panel: Limits on a coupling to two hypercharge bosons. Right panel: Limits
on a coupling only to photons. The new LEP limits from 2 and 3 photon signatures are shaded
in green and enclosed by dashed and solid black lines, respectively. The future FCC-ee limit is
indicated by the red solid line. Our projected LHC sensitivity for 13 TeV and 100 fb�1 by the
blue line (only applicable to the coupling to hypercharge bosons). The rest of the figure is adapted
from [1, 3, 24–30].

particles have a definite energy given by the collider energy and for the measurements we

consider this was (nearly) mZ .

Aside from the di↵erence in production the analysis follows along similar lines as in

the previous subsection. To obtain the limits in this case we have simply rescaled the limits

with the appropriate lower ALP production cross section.

The resulting limits are shown in light green Fig. 4(b). Again the solid line indicates

the Z ! 3� measurement and the dashed one the Z ! 2� limit. As above we see that the

two photon measurement extends the reach to low masses. In the overlapping region our

limits are slightly weaker than those of [28] which also used data based on more integrated

luminosity at energies o↵ the Z-peak (since the production via photons is always o↵-shell

there is no special benefit in Z-peak data).

3 ALPs at LHC and Future Colliders

3.1 Future electron-positron machines

Let us first consider the sensitivity of future lepton colliders such as ILC [48, 49], CEPC [50],

and FCC-ee [51, 52]. For these the analysis that one can perform is exactly as in the

previous section and limits can be obtained for both the pure photon and the hyperacharge

coupling in Eq. (1.1).

Indeed with at FCC-ee running at the Z-peak we can hope for about 107 times as

many Z-bosons as were produced with LEP-I running at the Z-peak. Naively, we can scale

the improvement in the branching ratio as
p
NZ . We therefore expect that the branching

ratios could be improved by a factor 103�105. Accordingly the limits on the couplings are

– 6 –
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“As I recently became 
aware, E141 performed a 

dedicated search for ALPs. 
The results were presented 
by Witek Krasny at the EPS 
1987 conference. I dug out 

the proceedings from the 
CERN library and digitised 

the plots.”
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“The origin of this 
[ee→γ+invisible] bound seems 
to be lost in history. https://
arxiv.org/pdf/1510.07633.pdf 
attributes it to https://arxiv.org/
pdf/1409.4792.pdf, which 
attributes it to https://arxiv.org/
pdf/1205.2671.pdf, where the 
bound is shown but not 
explained…”

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1510.07633.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1510.07633.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1409.4792.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1409.4792.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1409.4792.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1205.2671.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1205.2671.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1205.2671.pdf
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“I still have no idea what 
this bound [ϒ→invisible] 
might refer to and I also 

haven't been able to 
find any information in 

the literature.”
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“Back then the authors were 
not aware of the fact that the 

bound can become weaker 
for larger couplings due to 

the reduced decay length, so 
they provide only an upper 

bound on gaγ, not a lower 
one. The full analysis [of 

E137] was again performed 
by J. Redondo and is, as far 

as I know, unpublished.”
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“Nose plots”
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Coupling is so small, that we see no 
events (limited by statistics)

ALPs decay so fast, that beam dumps 
see no events in the far detectors.

Lifetime ~ 1/(gaγ2ma3)
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Figure 2: Existing constraints on ALPs with photon coupling (left) and hypercharge

coupling (right). Proton beam dump constraints are taken from ref. [22], LEP constraints

on e+e� ! �� from ref. [21], CDF constraints on Z ! �� from ref. [28], bounds from

horizontal branch stars from ref. [11], bounds from visible decays of ALPs produced in

SN 1987A from ref [50] and bounds from heavy-ion collisions from ref. [51]. All other

constraints have been revisited and updated in the present work.

To conclude this section we note that in principle ALPs may also be produced in Higgs

decays, h ! Za or h ! aa, leading to strong constraints from the non-observation of these

decay modes [26, 28]. These interactions however only appear when considering e↵ective

operators of dimension 6 or higher, and they are not directly linked to the interactions

between ALPs and SM gauge bosons. While it is instructive to include these interactions

in a general e↵ective field theory approach, they are not generic and may be absent in

specific UV completions. We will therefore not consider exotic Higgs decays in this work

and instead focus on the phenomenology of the interactions between ALPs and gauge

bosons.

3 Review of bounds on the ALP parameter space

In this section we review existing bounds on the ALP parameter space, updating constraints

wherever new data or more precise calculations have become available. Most of the con-

straints that we will discuss only probe the e↵ective ALP-photon coupling ga�� . The only

exception are constraints from high-energy colliders, which depend on whether the ALP

couples to photons or hypercharge. We show a summary of all relevant constraints for

both cases in figure 2. All collider and beam dump bounds are provided at 95% confidence

level (CL), with the exception of the bounds from BaBar, which are provided at 90% CL.

Given that the parameter space under consideration covers many orders of magnitude, the

di↵erence between the two choices of CL is imperceptible.

– 6 –
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Figure 7: Projected Belle II sensitivity (90% CL) compared to existing constraints on

ALPs with photon coupling (left) and hypercharge coupling (right), as well as the projected

sensitivities from SHiP [22] and the LHC [28].

photon (three photon) combination (see figure 6). The photon angle separation distance of

2ECL crystals is a conservative estimate of the Belle II o✏ine reconstruction performance

and can likely be improved using advanced reconstruction techniques based on Machine

Learning methods, and by using shower shape techniques similar to those applied in high

energy ⇡0 reconstruction. We show the e�ciency for single ECL crystal di↵erence for

comparison as well.

Events from e+e� ! �(a ! ��) are typically triggered by three energy depositions

of at least 0.1GeV in the ECL. Unlike in the Belle II o✏ine reconstruction, the photon

reconstruction at trigger level is much simpler and has a worse angular separation power.

We expect that a separation of less than 4 ECL crystals will result in merged photon clusters

and make this trigger ine�cient for ALP masses below about 0.5GeV. An ideal trigger will

require at least two highly energetic ECL clusters and must not satisfy e+e� ! e+e�

(Bhabha) vetoes. However, any e+e� ! �� veto decision must be delayed to the high

level trigger where o✏ine reconstruction is available in order to maintain a high trigger

e�ciency for low mass ALPs.

We obtain the expected 90% CL sensitivity as described above. The sensitivity for

long-lived ALPs decaying into two photons is determined from the sensitivity of ALP

decays into DM, taking into account the reduced e�ciency given by eq. (2.6) using a

detector length16 of LD = 300 cm [96]. The projected sensitivities to the coupling ga�� are

summarized as a function of ALP mass ma in figure 7.

We make a number of important observations from figure 7. First of all, we note that

for very light ALPs (i.e. ma ⇠ 1MeV) Belle II single-photon searches can push significantly

beyond current constraints from beam dump experiments and can potentially explore the

16
The event selection includes a veto of energy depositions in the KLM. The detector length is hence

taken as approximate outer radius of the barrel KLM.

– 20 –
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Figure 6: Belle II 3� e�ciency as function of ALP mass after the final selection. The

di↵erent low mass selections correspond to a minimum photon separation of 1, 2, and 4

crystals in the ECL which is an approximation for the expected performance of an improved

reconstruction, the default reconstruction and the reconstruction in the first trigger level

(see text for details).

⌘0 masses (our analysis is not sensitive to ma ⇡ m⇡). In the actual analysis a full study

of these backgrounds should be included. Finally, we assume that both beam backgrounds

and pair conversion backgrounds can be reduced to a negligible level using the selections

described above, without significantly a↵ecting the signal selection e�ciency.

Our event selection requires three photons with a CM energy E⇤ > 0.25GeV and a

polar angle in the laboratory frame 17� < ✓lab < 150�. The invariant mass of the two

photons from the ALP decay will peak at the ALP mass. We perform the sensitivity study

twice, once using all three possible photon pair combinations (high mass selection) and

once using only the photon pair combination with the lowest invariant mass (low mass

selection). The latter has a smaller signal e�ciency especially at higher ALP masses but a

lower combinatorial background. For the three photon combination case we select events

where the maximum absolute cosine of the three helicity angles is less than 0.9, and for

the two photon combination case we keep events where the absolute cosine of the helicity

angle is less than 0.6. These selection criteria maximize the ratio of
p
S/B, where S is the

number of signal events and B is the number of background events, after all other selection

criteria have been applied. It should be noted that the helicity selection criteria not only

reduce e+e� ! ��� backgrounds, but will also suppress backgrounds from e+e� ! ��

combined with a random third photon from beam backgrounds. We require that all three

photons are separated by at least 2ECL crystals in both polar and azimuthal direction.

We do not constrain the three photon invariant mass to the collision energy since our

MadGraph signal Monte Carlo does not include additional photon radiation whereas the

background Monte Carlo does.

We finally select candidates within [�3�m2 ,+1.5�m2 ] around the generated ALP mass,

where �m2 is the invariant mass resolution of the decay photon pair. For high mass ALPs we

select events within [�3�� ,+1.5�� ] around the expected recoil photon energy (see equation

5.1) instead. The ranges contains about 85% of the previously selected signal events. The

signal e�ciency after all selections is flat and about (35–40)% ((50–55)%) for the two

– 19 –
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MC only
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Data!
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Dear Dr. De Nuccio, 
Here are two reports on your manuscript. On balance, we are pleased to 

inform you that your manuscript has been accepted for publication as a 

Letter in Physical Review Letters. Please address the typo Referee B mentions in proofs (not now). 

Your manuscript will now be prepared for the production process. If 

any issues arise we will contact you; otherwise your manuscript will 

be forwarded directly to our production department. Please do not send 

a revised manuscript or figures at this time unless requested. 

Yours sincerely, 
Robert Garisto Editor 

Physical Review Letters 
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FIG. 5. Upper limit (95% C.L.) on the ALP-photon cou-
pling from this analysis and previous constraints from electron
beam-dump experiments and e+e� ! �+invisible [6, 9], pro-
ton beam-dump experiments [8], e+e� ! �� [11], a photon-
beam experiment [12], and heavy-ion collisions [13].

In conclusion, we search for e+e� ! �a, a ! �� in the
ALP mass range 0.2 < ma < 9.7GeV/c2 using Belle II
data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
445 pb�1. We do not observe any significant excess of
events consistent with the signal process and set 95%C.L.
upper limits on the photon coupling ga�� at the level of
10�3 GeV�1. These limits, the first obtained for the fully
reconstructed three-photon final state, are more restric-
tive than existing limits from LEP-II [11]. In the future,
with increased luminosity, Belle II is expected to improve
the sensitivity to ga�� by more than one order of magni-
tude [6].
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I wanted to ask you about a discrepancy I found between the proton beam dump ALP limits in your Belle II ALP search and in your 

paper (…) from 2017 to the one shown in the original beam dump paper you quote in those papers…

Prepared for submission to JHEP
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A mistake has been found in the numerical code used to reproduce the bounds from

proton beam dump experiments from Ref. [1] in figures 2 and 7 of Ref. [2]. Correcting this

mistake leads to slightly stronger bounds as shown below. We note that this correction

does not include recent improvements in the analysis of proton beam dump experiments [3].

Additional recent bounds on GeV-scale ALPs can be found in Refs. [4–8].

Figure 1. Corrected constraints constraints on ALPs with photon coupling (left) and hypercharge

coupling (right). This figure supersedes figure 2 of Ref. [2].
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Figure 2. Projected Belle II sensitivity (90% CL) compared to existing constraints on ALPs with

photon coupling (left) and hypercharge coupling (right). This figure supersedes figure 7 of Ref. [2].
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Figure 7: Projected Belle II sensitivity (90% CL) compared to existing constraints on

ALPs with photon coupling (left) and hypercharge coupling (right), as well as the projected

sensitivities from SHiP [22] and the LHC [28].

photon (three photon) combination (see figure 6). The photon angle separation distance of

2ECL crystals is a conservative estimate of the Belle II o✏ine reconstruction performance

and can likely be improved using advanced reconstruction techniques based on Machine

Learning methods, and by using shower shape techniques similar to those applied in high

energy ⇡0 reconstruction. We show the e�ciency for single ECL crystal di↵erence for

comparison as well.

Events from e+e� ! �(a ! ��) are typically triggered by three energy depositions

of at least 0.1GeV in the ECL. Unlike in the Belle II o✏ine reconstruction, the photon

reconstruction at trigger level is much simpler and has a worse angular separation power.

We expect that a separation of less than 4 ECL crystals will result in merged photon clusters

and make this trigger ine�cient for ALP masses below about 0.5GeV. An ideal trigger will

require at least two highly energetic ECL clusters and must not satisfy e+e� ! e+e�

(Bhabha) vetoes. However, any e+e� ! �� veto decision must be delayed to the high

level trigger where o✏ine reconstruction is available in order to maintain a high trigger

e�ciency for low mass ALPs.

We obtain the expected 90% CL sensitivity as described above. The sensitivity for

long-lived ALPs decaying into two photons is determined from the sensitivity of ALP

decays into DM, taking into account the reduced e�ciency given by eq. (2.6) using a

detector length16 of LD = 300 cm [96]. The projected sensitivities to the coupling ga�� are

summarized as a function of ALP mass ma in figure 7.

We make a number of important observations from figure 7. First of all, we note that

for very light ALPs (i.e. ma ⇠ 1MeV) Belle II single-photon searches can push significantly

beyond current constraints from beam dump experiments and can potentially explore the

16
The event selection includes a veto of energy depositions in the KLM. The detector length is hence

taken as approximate outer radius of the barrel KLM.
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Step by step
• The detailed publication procedure is outlined in our bylaws, sections 18-20. 

• My personal (educated) views: 

• Report often in working group meetings. 

• The internal review committee is working with you, not against you. 

• The process from a final Belle II note to publication can take months. 

• Collaboration wide review will require all (!) of your time. Schedule nothing (!) 
else during and ~2 weeks after this time. 

• There will be times where you will be very annoyed and stressed. 

• Do not forget to celebrate after your paper has been accepted!
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Some slide about the physics


